INSPIRATIONAL JOURNEYS

TANZANIA

TANZANIA UNDER CANVAS

UNDER CANVAS EXPERIENCE

For those seeking a pure bush experience, Tanzania Under
Canvas offers the thrill of the wild with the comforts of home.
Three camps with 4 or 6 luxury tents roam the Serengeti
plains and beyond.

The Serengeti National Park boasts 35 species of plainsdwelling mammals, including wildebeest and zebra which
feature in the spectacular Great Migration, and also hosts
an extensive variety of bird life. A Serengeti safari and being
in the Serengeti at the height of the Migration is a never-tobe-forgotten experience.
Two World Heritage Sites and two Biosphere Reserves have
been established within the Serengeti region. The Serengeti’s
unique ecosystem has inspired writers, filmmakers and
numerous photographers and scientists. Its ecosystem is one
of the oldest on earth with the features of climate, vegetation
and fauna barely changing in the past million years.
It is also famous for its rocky outcrops or kopjes and its lion,
leopard, cheetah and hyena sightings. The Park features a
number of seasonal rivers where Africa’s largest crocodiles
are to be found. Birdlife in the Serengeti is prolific, with Yellow
throated sandgrouse, ostrich, Secretary bird, Crowned plover
and Kori bustard are most frequently seen.
Tanzania is arguably one of Africa’s best-kept secrets playing
host to some of the best National Parks in the world including
the world-famous Serengeti National Park.

Tanzania Under Canvas is a raw African experience with all
the luxuries you would expect from the safari experts. The
semi-permanent camps move between various locations,
staying off the beaten track and following the herds of buffalo
and wildebeest that migrate across the Serengeti. Each
camping site is pre-booked exclusively by Tanzania Under
Canvas, allowing for great flexibility in following the sometimes
unpredictable movements of the migration. It is ultra
comfortable with stylish safari tents, large beds, and en-suite
bathrooms with flush loos and bucket showers. The expert
team will look after your every need and make sure you have
an adventure to remember. Gathering around the campfire
each evening is a safari tradition but, when you feel like some
quiet time or a romantic evening alone, you can have dinner
served in your private dining tent, right next to your room.
Accommodation 4 or 6 Safari Tents per camp
Location Greater Serengeti, Northern Tanzania
Getting there 8.5hr International flight, 45min international
flight, 70min domestic flight, by road to camp
Children Children over 11 years welcome, but no facilities
Free activities Game drives
Weather Dry season Jan to Feb and Jul to Oct, long rains
Apr to Jun, short rains Nov to Dec

It is a suggested itinerary and can be tailored to suit your individual needs, please call us on 02073761950
or e-mail us to info@carteblanchetravel.com for your personal quote.
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